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In this paper we obtain based on an idea of M. Knott and C. S. Smith (1994,
Linear Algebra Appl. 199, 363–371) characterizations of solutions of three-coupling
problems by reduction to the construction of optimal couplings of each of the
variables to the sum. In the case of normal distributions this leads to a complete
solution. Under a technical condition this idea also works for general distributions
and one obtains explicit results. We extend these results to the n-coupling problem
and derive a characterization of optimal n-couplings by several 2-coupling
problems. This leads to some constructive existence results for Monge solutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Olkin and Rachev (1993) introduced and discussed the problem of
simultaneous optimal coupling of three multivariate normal distributions.
Given Pi=N(0, Si), i=1, 2, 3 on Rd, Si positive definite, the problem is
to find random vectors X=d P1, Y=
d P2, Z=
d P3 such that
E ||X−Y||2+E ||Y−Z||2+E ||X−Z||2=min, (1.1)
the minimum over all random vectors X, Y, Z with distributions P1, P2, P3.
So in L2-sense X, Y, Z are as close as possible in average given the
marginal distributions Pi.
In comparison to the coupling of three or more distributions the coupling
problem for two distributions is well investigated and an usable charac-
terization of an optimal coupling is known (cf. Rüschendorf and Rachev
(1990)). Obviously if it is possible to minimize each of the three summands
in (1.1) separately by one triple (X, Y, Z), then one gets a solution of the
three-coupling problem (1.1). But this assumption imposes severe symmetry
conditions on Si, such as commutativity SiSj=SjSi, except for the one-
dimensional case where the quantile transformations F−1i (U), 1 [ i [ n, Fi
the distribution functions of Pi, U uniformly distributed on [0, 1] consti-
tute optimal pairwise couplings. So in general the three-coupling problem
can not be reduced to the simpler two coupling problem directly.
Knott and Smith (1994) proposed an interesting idea to reduce the three-
coupling problem to some related two-coupling problems. Note that
problem (1.1) is equivalent to each of the following optimization problems
E(OX, YP+OY, ZP+OX, ZP)=max (1.2)
or
E ||X+Y+Z||2=max (1.3)
or
E(||X−T||2+||Y−T||2+||Z−T||2)=min, (1.4)
where T :=X+Y+Z and the max resp. min is again over all random
vectors X, Y, Z with distributions Pi. Therefore, Knott and Smith (1994)
suggested that a triple (X, Y, Z) with the given marginal distributions
‘‘should’’ be optimal if each of X, Y, Z is optimally coupled to its sum T.
Using this idea they were able to construct in the normal case Pi=N(0, Si)
an optimal triple (X, Y, Z) under the assumption that a positive definite
solution S0 of the matrix equation
C
3
i=1
(S1/20 SiS
1/2
0 )
1/2=S0 (1.5)
can be found. This nonlinear matrix equation is a consequence of the
‘‘coupling to the sum’’ idea.
For the construction of an optimal triple (X, Y, Z) let T be a random
vector, T=d N(0, S0) and define
Si=S
1/2
i (S
1/2
i S0S
1/2
i )
−1/2 S1/2i . (1.6)
Si is the optimal coupling mapping between N(0, S0) and N(0, Si) (see
Olkin and Pukelsheim (1982)). Then defining
X :=S1T, Y :=S2T, Z :=S3T (1.7)
(1.5) implies that X+Y+Z=T and Knott and Smith (1994) proved that
this triple is optimal and
E ||T||2=tr(S0). (1.8)
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In this paper we prove existence of a positive definite solution of equa-
tion (1.5). Thus Knott and Smith’s idea leads to a complete solution of the
three-coupling problem in the normal case. We also show that up to some
‘technical’ assumptions one can justify the idea of ‘optimal coupling to the
sum’ for general distributions. We further derive a general characterization
of optimal solutions by some related two-coupling problems with respect to
coupling functionals F(x, y) different from ||x−y||2. This characterization
can be used for explicit solutions in some concrete examples.
Gangbo and Swiech (1998) proved an existence and uniqueness result for
Monge solutions (i.e., solutions of a functional form) to the n-coupling
problem. We give a simple proof of the existence of Monge solutions and
by means of our characterization result get also constructive results on
the existence of Monge solutions. All results in this paper are given for
n-coupling problems involving n probability measures P1, ..., Pn on Rd. The
n-coupling problem is to find to given probability measures Pi on
Rd, 1 [ i [ n, random vectors Xi with distribution Pi such that
E >Cn
i=1
Xi>2=max, (1.9)
equivalently
E C
i < j
||Xi−Xj ||2=min, (1.10)
or
E C
i < j
OXi, XjP=max (1.11)
the max resp. min being considered over all random vectors with distribu-
tions Pi. We use the notation Xi=
d Pi for equality in distribution and
assume throughout the paper that Pi have second moments.
2. OPTIMAL n-COUPLINGS
Optimal couplings for two probability measures P, Q on Rd w.r.t. the
squared distance c(x, y)=||x−y||2 are characterized by the following result
(see Rüschendorf and Rachev (1990)): X=d P, Y=d Q are optimal if and
only if there exists a convex lower semicontinuous function f such that
Y ¥ “f(X) a.s., (2.1)
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where “f(x) is the subgradient of f in x. Equivalently, with the conjugate
function fg(y)=supx(Ox, yP−f(x)) if and only if
X ¥ “fg(Y) a.s. (2.2)
For general coupling functions c(x, y) a corresponding result holds (see
Rüschendorf (1991), (1995)), where convex functions are to be replaced by
c-convex functions of the form
f(x)=sup
I
{c(x, yi)+ai} (2.3)
for some index set I, yi ¥ Rd, ai ¥ R and the subgradient set is to be
replaced by the c-subgradient set
“cf(x)={y ¥ Rd; f(z)−f(x) \ c(z, y)−c(x, y) for all z ¥ dom f}. (2.4)
Under an integrability condition on c a pair (X, Y), X=d P, Y=d Y is
c-optimal i.e.
Ec(X, Y)=sup{Ec(X1, X2); X1=
d P, X2=
d Q} (2.5)
if and only if
Y ¥ “cf(X) a.s. (2.6)
for some c-convex function f; equivalently,
X ¥ “cfc(Y) a.s., (2.7)
where
fc(y)=sup(c(x, y)−f(x)) (2.8)
is the c-conjugate of f.
The following proposition states necessity of optimal coupling to the
sum.
Proposition 2.1 (Necessity of optimal coupling to the sum). Let
Xi=
d Pi, 1 [ i [ n, and let X1, ..., Xn be an optimal n-coupling for P1, ..., Pn,
then with Ti :=;j ] i Xj, T :=;nj=1 Xj, Xi is optimally coupled to the sum Ti
as well as to T, 1 [ i [ n.
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Proof. Consider w.l.g. the case i=1. The n-coupling problem (1.9) is
equivalent to (1.11) i.e., to
E 1OX1, T1P+Cn
i=2
7Xi, C
j > i
Xj82=max! (2.9)
The second term depends only on X2, ..., Xn. If X1 was not optimally
coupled to T1, it would be possible to find a strict improvement of (2.9).
Furthermore, (2.9) is equivalent to
E 1OX1, TP+Cn
i=2
7Xi, C
j > i
Xj82=max!
(the difference depends only on the marginal distribution). Therefore, by
the same argument, X1 has to be optimally coupled to the sum T as
well. L
We next prove that Knott and Smith’s idea of optimal coupling to the
sum leads to a complete characterization of solutions in the normal case
Pi=N(0, Si), 1 [ i [ n.
Theorem 2.2 (Coupling of multivariate normal distributions). Let
Xi=
d Pi=N(0, Si), 1 [ i [ n, Si > 0 positive definite. Then it holds: X=
(X1, ..., Xn) is an optimal n-coupling for (P1, ..., Pn) if and only if
S0=Cov T, T=;nj=1 Xj, is a positive definite solution of
C
n
i=1
(S1/20 SiS
1/2
0 )
1
2=S0 . (2.10)
There exists a solution S0 of (2.10). With Si=S
1/2
i (S
1/2
i S0 S
1/2
i )
−12 S1/2i
and X1=
d N(0, S1) one obtains a solution in functional form
Xi=SiS
−1
1 X1 a.s., 1 [ i [ n. (2.11)
Proof. Let X=(X1, ..., Xn) be an optimal n-coupling; then we may
assume w.l.g. that (Xi) are jointly normal distributed. Otherwise replace X
by a n-tuple with joint normal distribution and identical covariance matrix.
This implies that also Tn=;j < n Xj and T=;nj=1 Xj are normal. By
Proposition 2.1, Tn and Xn are optimally coupled i.e., (Xn, Tn) is an optimal
pair for N(0, Sn) and Q :=N(0, STn ), where STn=Cov(Tn). Note that it is
not obvious that STn is positive definite. By Gelbrich (1990) (see also Olkin
and Pukelsheim (1982)) an optimal coupling between N(0, Sn) and Q is
given by the pair (Xn, AXn)whereA=S
−1/2
n (S
1/2
n STnS
1/2
n )
1/2 S −1/2n . Positive
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definiteness of Sn implies uniqueness of optimal pairs then (see Cuesta-
Albertos, Matran and Tuero-Diaz (1996) and Gangbo and McCann
(1996)) and, therefore, Tn=AXn a.s. This implies that T=;nj=1 Xj=
(A+I) Xn a.s. SinceA is positive semidefinite and Ox, (A+I) xP=Ox, AxP+
Ox, xP \ Ox, xP > 0 for x ] 0, A+I is positive definite and, therefore,
S0=Cov(Tn+Xn)=(A+I) Sn(A+I)T > 0.
Since N(0, S0) and N(0, Si) are optimally coupled by the mappings Si
(cp. (1.6)) i.e., (T, SiT) is an optimal pair for (N(0, S0), N(0, Si)), and
since optimal coupling to the sum is a necessary condition by Proposition
2.1 we obtain from the same uniqueness result, that Xi=SiT a.s.
This implies that
T=C
n
j=1
Xj=1 Cn
j=1
Sj 2 T i.e. Cn
j=1
Sj=I.
By some simple algebra this shows that S0 is a solution of equation (2.10).
For the converse direction of Theorem 2.2 the proof of Knott and Smith
(1994) for the case n=3 can easily be extended to general n. The existence
of an optimal n-coupling is proved as in the case n=2. L
Remark. In order to find a positive definite solution S0 of (2.10),
C
n
i=1
(K0K
2
iK0)
1/2=K20, Ki :=S
1/2
i . (2.12)
Knott and Smith (1994) suggest for (n=3) to use the natural iterative
procedure
K (k+1)0 =1 Cn
i=1
(K(k)0 K
2
iK
(k)
0 )
1/221/2. (2.13)
We found by extensive simulations (for n=3) with random initial matrices
that the iteration converges in dimension d=2 (typically one needs about
100 iteration steps for exactness up to 8 digits). However for dimension
d=3 only for favourable initial matrices convergence is observed and one
has to use specific methods of numerical analysis for the solution of this
nonlinear equation.
Without some technical assumption optimal coupling of random
vectors (Xi) to the sum T=;nj=1 Xj is not sufficient for optimality in the
n-coupling problem. Let e.g., Xj, 1 [ j [ n, be random vectors with
;nj=1 Xj=0. Constructions of (Xj) with this property exist for several
nontrivial distributions (Pi). Obviously, any Xi is optimally coupled to the
(trivial) sum T but also X=(Xj) is not optimal for the n-coupling (Pj), in
fact the Xi are in a certain sense maximally negatively coupled.
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Under some regularity assumptions on T however optimal coupling to
the sum implies optimal n-coupling. We say that T has maximal support if
the interior of the range of T contains the sum of the interiors of the
support of Pi, 1 [ i [ n.
This is fulfilled in particular in the normal case for optimal couplings
where as is shown in the proof of Theorem 2.2 the range of T is Rd.
Theorem 2.3 (Coupling to the sum principle). Let Pi be distributions on
Rd, 1 [ i [ n with finite second moments and convex supports and let
Xi=
d Pi, 1 [ i [ n, be such that Xi are optimally coupled to the sums
Ti=;j ] 1 Xj. If PT is Lebesgue-continuous, and T has a maximal support
then X=(X1, ..., Xn) is an optimal n-coupling of (P1, ..., Pn).
Proof. From the characterization of optimal couplings in (2.1) there
exist convex functions gi such that Ti ¥ “gi(Xi) almost surely. Therefore,
with gi(x)=gi(x)+
1
2 ||x||
2 we obtain T=Ti+Xi ¥ “gi(Xi) and so we obtain
Xi ¥ “fi(T) a.s. where fi=(gi)g. fi is convex and continuously differen-
tiable on the interior of rg(T) since gi is strictly convex (see c.g. Gangbo
and Swiech (1998)). Since PT° ld this implies that
Xi=Nfi(T)=: Fi(T) a.s. (2.14)
From T=;ni=1 Xi=; Nfi(T) and regularity of Fi=Nfi we conclude
that ;ni=1 fi(t)=N;ni=1 fi(t)=t on the interior of the range of T and so
; Nfi=I on the (convex) sum A of the interiors of the supports of Pi.
Therefore, we may assume that ;ni=1 fi(t)=12 ||t||2 on A.
By definition of the convex conjugate functions fgi for xi ¥ Rd, t=
;ni=1 xi holds
Oxi, tP [ fi(t)+fgi (xi). (2.15)
Therefore, for t ¥ A we have
||t||2=Ot, tP=7C xi, t8
[C
i
fi(t)+C
i
fgi (xi)
=12 ||t||
2+C
i
fgi (xi), i.e.,
1
2 ||t||
2 [C
i
fgi (xi). (2.16)
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The condition Xi ¥ “fi(T) a.s. implies that
OXi, TP=fi(T)+f
g
i (Xi) a.s. (2.17)
i.e., equality holds in (2.15) on the support of the distribution of (Xi, T)
and, therefore, 12 ||T||
2=;ifgi (Xi) a.s.
This implies that X=(Xi) is an optimal n-coupling, since for any Yi=
d Pi
holds
E 12 > Cn
i=1
Yi>2 [ E C
i
fgi (Yi)=EC
i
fgi (Xi)=
1
2 E ||T||
2, (2.18)
observing that ;ni=1 Yi is a.s. contained in A.
This implies optimality of (X1, ..., Xn). L
Remark. The assumption that T has maximal support serves in the
proof to establish that ;ni=1 fi(t)=12 ||t||2 on the sum of the supports of Pi.
Therefore, we can replace this maximality condition by the optimal
coupling assumption: There exist convex functions fi, 1 [ i [ n with
Xi=Nfi(T),
C
n
i=1
fi(t)=
1
2 ||t||
2 on A.
(2.19)
In a recent paper Gangbo and Swiech (1997) have proven existence
and uniqueness of Monge solutions for the n-coupling problem, i.e., of
solutions of the form (X1, F2(X1), ..., Fn(X1)) if all Pi vanish on (d−1)-
rectifiable sets; in particular if Pi are Lebesgue-continuous. We obtain a
simple proof of the existence result based on the necessity of the coupling
to the sum principle in Proposition 2.1.
Theorem 2.4 (Monge solutions). Let Pi, 1 [ i [ n, vanish on (d−1)-
rectifiable sets and have finite second moments. Then there exists a Monge
solution of the form (X1, F2(X1), ..., Fn(X1)), X1=
d P1, of the n-coupling
problem.
Proof. Let X=(X1, ..., Xn) be a solution of the n-coupling problem
(Pi), Xi=
d Pi. Then by Proposition 2.1 Xi are optimally coupled to the
sums Ti=;j ] i Xj and so by 2.1 Ti ¥ “fi(Xi) a.s. for some convex func-
tions fi. From an extension of Rademacher’s theorem on the structure
of singular sets of convex functions (see Alberti (1994)), the fi are
differentiable with exception of a (d−1)-rectifiable set and, therefore, by
assumption “fi(Xi)={Nfi(Xi)} a.s., i.e., Ti=Nfi(Xi) a.s.
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Therefore, defining fi(x) :=fi(x)+
1
2 ||x||
2 we obtain fi is strictly convex,
Nfi exists a.s. and is invertible and T=Ti+Xi=Nfi(Xi) a.s. This implies
that Xi=(Nfi)−1 (T) a.s. for all i and, therefore,
Xi=(Nfi )−1 (Nf1(X1))=Fi(X1) a.s. (2.20)
which is the wished Monge solution. L
Remark. Note that the proof of Theorem 2.4 is not constructive. If we
take convex functions fi and define Xi by (2.19) we do generally not obtain
optimal n-couplings. An improved constructive version of Monge solutions
is given in the next section.
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF OPTIMAL n-COUPLINGS
AND EXAMPLES
Based on (2.6), (2.7) the following reduction result for the three coupling
problem has been proved in Rüschendorf and Uckelmann (1997) for the
case n=3.
Theorem 3.1. Let X=d P1, Y=
d P2, Z=
d P3 and let Pi have finite second
moments. Then (X, Y, Z) is a solution of the three coupling problem (1.1)
if and only if there exists a convex lsc function f and a F-convex
function g, where F(y, z) :=fg(y+z)+Oy, zP, such that
(1) Y+Z ¥ “f(X) a.s.
(2) Z ¥ “F g(Y) a.s.
(3.1)
Remark.
(a) From the characterization in Theorem 3.1 one obtains for n=3
a more concrete coupling to the sum result in comparison to Theorem 2.4.
If X, Y, Z is an optimal three coupling for P1, P2, P3 then
Y+Z ¥ “f(X), X+Z ¥ “g(Y) and X+Y ¥ “gF(Z) a.s. (3.2)
with f, g as in Theorem 3.1, gF the F-conjugate of g. By (2.1) this implies
that any of X, Y, Z is optimally coupled to the sum of the two others.
Further with f1(x)=f(x)+
1
2 ||x||
2, f2(x)=g(x)+
1
2 ||x||
2, f3(x)=gF(x)+
1
2 ||x||
2 holds
T=X+Y+Z ¥ “f1(X) 5 “f2(Y) 5 “f3(Z) a.s. (3.3)
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i.e., X, Y, Z are optimally coupled to the sum. Note that in the form
(3.2) these conditions are by Theorem 3.1 also sufficient for optimal three
coupling.
(b) If F: RdQ Rd is a cyclically monotone function and X=
F(Y+Z), then X is optimally coupled to Y+Z. If we solve the two-
coupling problem
EOF(Y+Z), Y+ZP+OY, ZP=max! (3.4)
over Y=d P2, Z=
d P3, then (X, Y, Z) is an optimal solution for the three-
coupling problem (P1, P2, P3) where P1 is the distribution of X. This simple
method allows to construct some explicit examples.
If e.g., F=A is a linear, positive semidefinite, symmetric function then
(3.4) amounts to a linear problem which can be solved explicitely (as in the
normal case). Theorem 3.1 essentially implies that up to some technicals
any three-coupling problem can be solved in this simple way. The problem
is however to find to given (Pi) the correct F (or f).
The following result based on Theorem 3.1 is a constructive version on
the existence of Monge solutions in Theorem 2.4. A continuity assumption
on the Pi is postulated only for i=1, 2.
Theorem 3.2. Let Pi be probability measures on Rd, 1 [ i [ 3, and let
P1, P2 ° ld.
(a) There exists a Monge solution (X, Y1(X), Y2(X)) of the three-
coupling problem.
(b) There exist convex, a.s. differentiable functions f, g such that with
F1(y)=(Nh)−1 (Ng(y)+y), h(t) :=fg(t)+
1
2 ||t||
2, the functions Y1, Y2
Y1(X)=F
−1
1 (Nf(X))
Y2(X)=Nf(X)−Y1(X)
(3.5)
define Monge solutions.
Proof. Consider the functions f, g, F as stated in Theorem 3.1. Then
f, g are ld a.s. differentiable, F( · , z) is convex and ld a.s. differentiable for
all z ¥ Rd. For z ¥ “F g(y) the function h(t) :=g(t)−F(t, z) has a local
minimum in t=y and, therefore, z solves the equation
0=Nu(y)=Ng(y)−N1F(y, z) (3.6)
if g is differentiable in y.
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Further, Nh exists ld a.s. and for ld a.a. y holds
Ng(y)=N1F(y, z)=N(fg(y+z)+Oy, zP)
=Nfg(y+z)+z=Nh(y+z)−y.
h is strictly convex and, therefore, Nh is strictly monotone and invertible.
This implies
z=(Nh)−1 (Ng(y)+y)−y=: F2(y). (3.7)
Since by Theorem 3.1, Z ¥ “F g(Y) a.s. and PY° ld we obtain Z=F2(Y)
a.s.
Furthermore, PX=P1 ° ld implies that “f(X)={Nf(X)} a.s. and by
Theorem 3.1 Y+Z=Nf(X) a.s.
This implies that
Z=F2(Y)=(Nh)−1 (Ng(Y)+Y)−Y
=(Nh)−1 Ng¯(Y)−Y
=: F1(Y)−Y,
where g¯(y) :=g(y)+12 ||y||
2. g¯ is strictly convex and, therefore, F1 is invert-
ible. This finally implies that
Nf(X)=Y+Z=F1(Y) i.e.,
Y=F−11 (Nf(X))=Y1(X).
Then we also obtain a representation of Z,
Z=F1(Y)−Y=Nf(X)−F
−1
1 (Nf(X))
=:Y2(X). L
Remark. Note that (3.5) is also a sufficient condition for optimality if g
is even F-convex. If f is strictly convex one obtains an alternative
representation for an optimal coupling by (X, F1(X), F2(X)) with
F1(X)=(Nf)−1 ((Nh)−1 (Ng(X)+X))
F2(X)=(Nh)−1 (Ng(X)+X)−X,
(3.8)
where h(t)=fg(t)+12 ||t||
2.
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This representation is again sufficient for optimality if g is F-convex
(cp. Theorem 3.1). We will use this sufficient condition in the following to
construct some examples.
An extension of the characterization of optimal solutions in Theorem 3.1
to n-coupling problems is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3 (Characterization of optimal n-couplings). Let Pi be
probability measures on Rd, 1 [ i [ n with finite second moments. Then
X=(X1, ..., Xn) is n-optimal if and only if functions f1, ..., fn−1 exist such
that f1 is convex, lsc, fk is Fk−1-convex where
F0(s, t)=Os, tP, Fk(s, t)=f
Fk−1
k (s+t)+Os, tP, (3.9)
fFk−1k is the Fk−1 conjugate of fk, 1 [ k [ n−1, and
C
n
i=2
Xi ¥ “f1(X1), C
n
i=k+1
Xi ¥ “Fk−1 fk(Xk) (3.10)
2 [ k [ n−1, a.s.
Proof. The proof is based in both directions on the duality theorem
(see Kellerer (1984), Rachev (1991), Rüschendorf (1981, 1991)). With
M(P1, ..., Pn) the set of measures with marginals P1, ..., Pn holds
sup 3F c(x1, ..., xn) dm; m ¥M(P1, ..., Pn)4
=inf 3 Cn
i=1
F fi dPi; fi ¥L1(Pi), C
n
i=1
fi(xi) \ c(x1, ..., xn)4 . (3.11)
This duality theorem is applied to c(x)=;i < j Oxi, xjP. Given condition
(3.10) define
fn(t)=f
Fn −2
n−1 (t)=sup
s
{Fn−2(s, t)−fn−1(s)};
then (f1, ..., fn) is admissible for the dual problem in (3.11) as can be seen
by recursive insertion of the definition of fi (for details see Uckelmann
(1998)).
Since ;nk=2 Xk ¥ “f1(X1), it holds a.s. that
f1(X1)+f
g
1
1 Cn
k=2
Xk 2=7X1, Cn
k=2
Xk8 . (3.12)
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Further from ;nk=3 Xk ¥ “F1 f2(X2) one obtains
f2(X2)+f
F1
2
1 Cn
k=3
Xk 2=F1 1X2, Cn
k=3
Xk 2
=fg1 1 Cn
k=2
Xk 2+7X2, Cn
k=3
Xk8 a.s.
and generally
fm(Xm)+f
Fm−1
m
1 Cn
k=m+1
Xk 2
=fFm−2m−1 1 Cn
k=m
Xk 2+7Xm, Cn
k=m+1
Xk8 a.s. (3.13)
Finally, Xn ¥ “Fn−2 fn−1(Xn−1) a.s. implies fn−1(Xn−1)+fFn−2n−1 (Xn)=
Fn−2(Xn−1, Xn) a.s., equivalently, by definition of fn
fn−1(Xn−1)+fn(Xn)=f
Fn−3
n−2 (Xn−1+Xn)+OXn−1, XnP. (3.14)
Summing over these equations yields
C
n
k=1
fk(Xk)=c(X1, ..., Xn) a.s. (3.15)
This implies by the duality theorem (3.11) optimality of X=(X1, ..., Xn).
For the converse direction let m ¥M(P1, ..., Pn) be an optimal measure
and (f1, ..., fn) be a solution of the dual problem (3.11) (see Kellerer
(1984), Rüschendorf (1981)). Define f=fgg1 i.e., f(x)=supy{Ox, yP−
fg1 (y)} then f [ f1 and fg=fg1 . With
G(x2, ..., xn)=sup
x1
{c(x1, ..., xn)−f(x1)}
=sup
x1
37x1, Ck
i=2
xi8−f(x1)4+C
i < j
Oxi, xjP
=fg 1 Cn
i=2
xi 2+C
i < j
Oxi, xjP
holds
C
n
i=1
fi(xi) \ f(x1)+C
n
i=2
fi(xi) \ f(x1)+G(x2, ..., xn) \ c(x1, ..., xn).
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As (f1, ..., fn) is a solution of the dual problem, this inequality implies
F (f(x1)+G(x2, ..., xn)−c(x1, ..., xn)) dm=0
and, therefore, f(x1)+G(x2, ..., xn)=c(x1, ..., xn) m a.s.
This implies that m a.s.,
f(x1)+fg 1 Cn
i=2
xi 2=7x1, Cn
i=2
xi8
and, therefore, ;ni=2 xi ¥ “f(x1) m a.s., the first condition of (3.10) holds.
Similarly, one constructs successively improvements of the admissible
solution f1, ..., fn which result in the conditions of the theorem (for details
see Uckelmann (1998))
C
n
i=k
Xi ¥ “Fk−2 fk−1(Xk−1) a.s. L
Remark. Note that the functions fk, f
Fk−1
k in Theorem 3.3 are convex
and lsc. As consequence of Theorem 3.3 one obtains as in Theorem 3.2 an
improved constructive version of the existence of Monge solutions. The
proof can be given along the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.2.
For the application to concrete examples the following calculation of
F(t, z)=fg(t+z)+Ot, zP is of interest. We use the notation of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.4. If f: RdQ R is strictly convex, then
F(y, z)=Oy+z, (Nf)−1 (y+z)P−f((Nf)−1 (y+z))+Oy, zP. (3.16)
Proof. Strict convexity of f implies existence of (Nf)−1. Define gs(t) :=
Os, tP−f(t), then Ngs(t)=s−Nf(t)=0 if and only if t0=(Nf)−1 (s). Since
D2gs(t)=−D2f(t) < 0 for all t, gs is strictly concave and t0 is a global
supremum of gs. Therefore, fg(s)=supt{Os, tP−f(t)}=Os, (Nf)−1 (s)P−
f((Nf)−1 (s)) which implies (3.16). L
Lemma 3.5. For a > 0 and p \ 2 consider f(t) :=a ||t||p, then F(y, z)=
p−1
p (ap)
1/(1−p) ||y+z||p/(p−1)+Oy, zP.
Proof. Note that
Nf(t)=ap ||t||p−2 t
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and
(Nf)−1 (s)=(ap)1/1−p ||s||−(p−2)/(p−1). (3.17)
This implies
Os, (Nf)−1 (s)P=(ap)1/(1−p) ||s||p/(p−1) and
f((Nf)−1 (s))=a(ap)p/(1−p) ||s||p/(p−1).
This applied to (3.16) yields (3.17). L
In the case p=2 we obtain the following consequence for F-sub-
differentials.
Lemma 3.6. Let f(t) :=a ||t||2 and let g ¥ C2(Rd) satisfy D2g(t)−
1
2a Id×d > 0.
Then g is F-convex and
z=
2a
1+2a
Ng(y)−
1
1+2a
y ¥ “F g(y). (3.18)
For g(t)=G(t)+b ||t||2, G ¥ C2(Rd) convex, ab > 14 the above assumption is
fulfilled.
Proof. By Lemma 3.5
F(t, z)=
1
4a
||t+z||2+Ot, zP.
Define Yz(t) :=g(t)−
1
4a ||t+z||
2−Ot, zP then NYz(t)=Ng(t)−
1+2a
2a z−
1
2a t
and D2Yz(t)=D2g(t)−
1
2a Id×d. For z=
2a
1+2a Ng(t)−
1
1+2a t holds NYz(t)=0
and D2Yz(t) > 0 implies that t=tz is a global minimum of Yz.
To prove F-convexity of g consider
E={(z, g(tz)−F(tz, z)); z ¥ Rd}.
Since g(t) \ F(t, z)+g(tz)−F(tz, z)
and g(tz)=F(tz, z)+g(tz)−F(tz, z) it holds that
g(t)= sup
(z, a) ¥ E
{F(t, z)+a}.
Therefore, g is F-convex and z ¥ “F g(y).
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If g(t)=G(t)+b ||t||2, then
D2g(t)−
1
2a
Id×d=D2G(t)+12b− 12a 2 Id×d
=D2G(t)+
4ab−1
2a
Id×d.
From our assumptions the condition of the first part of Lemma 3.5 is
fulfilled. L
Example 3.7. Let ab \ 14 , a, b > 0 and let G ¥ C
2(Rd) be convex
and define f(t)=a||t||2, g(t)=G(t)+b||t||2. Define h(t)=fg(t)+12 ||t||
2=
1
4a ||t||
2+12 ||t||
2. Then Nh(t)=1+2a2a t, (Nh)
−1 (s)= 2a1+2a s and Ng(t)+t=
NG(t)+(2b+1) t. By Lemma 3.6 g is F-convex and by (3.8) an optimal
Monge pair is given by (F1, F2) with
F1(t)=(Nf)−1 ((Nh)−1 (Ng(t)+t))=
1
1+2a
NG(t)+
1+2b
1+2a
t
F2(t)=(Nh)−1 (Ng(t)+t)−t =
2a
1+2a
NG(t)+
4ab−1
1+2a
t.
(3.19)
Example 3.8. Let A, B > 0 be positive definite matrices and consider
f(x)=12 Ox, AxP, g(y)=
1
2 Oy, ByP. Then g is F-convex and an optimal
Monge tuple (F1, F2) is given by
F1(x)=A−1(A−1+Id×d)−1 (B+Id×d) x
F2(x)=((A−1+Id×d)−1 (B+Id×d)−Id×d) x.
(3.20)
For the proof note that fg(x)=OA−1x, xP and F(y, z)=OA−1(y+z),
y+zP+Oy, zP. Consider Yz(t) :=g(t)−F(t, z), then NYz(t)=Bt−
A−1(t+z)−z=0 if and only if z=(A−1+Id×d)−1 (B−Id×d) t. By assump-
tion D2Yz(t)=B−A−1 > 0 i.e., Yz is convex. Then by Lemma 3.5 g is
F-convex and
(A−1+Id×d)−1 (B−Id×d) t ¥ “F g(t).
Next apply formula (3.8) to obtain (3.20).
Remark. It is easy to rederive from our general characterization results
that in dimension d=1 optimal couplings are given by Xi=F
−1
i (U), where
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Fi are the distribution functions of Pi and U is uniformly distributed on
[0, 1]. The normal examples for optimal three-couplings in Olkin and
Rachev (1993) resp. Knott and Smith (1994) were so far the only cases
treated in the literature. Based on our characterization results and the
description of F-convex functions we have added some more examples.
One can construct several further examples using the two-coupling results
in Rüschendorf (1995) where general coupling functionals are considered.
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